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The migratory response of swash-aligned gravel-dominated barriers to sea-level rise is a rela
tively little-studied process. Story Head barrier. on the Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia, is swash
aligned and experiencing contemporary landward migration (6m a -1) via storm-generated crest
overtopping and overwashing. Barrier migration rates are presented for the period 1945 to 1982.
Landward migration of the seaward barrier shoreline is linearly proportional to both the 5-year
smoothed rate of sea-level change (r = +0.91) and the annual sea-level change rate (r = +0.69),
although the back-barrier migration rate is not related significantly to these rates of sea-level
change. This difference between front and back-barrier migration response to sea-level rise
reflects the intervening role of storm intensity (frequency and magnitude) superimposed on sea
level rise. Story Head barrier fluctuates between dominance of barrier crest build-up by over
topping run-up and crest breakdown by overwashing flow. The balance between these two mech
anisms, which controls the rate of onshore barrier migration, depends on both storm intensity
and the rate of sea-level rise.

ADDITIONAL INDEX WORDS: Gravel-dominated barriers. barrier migration, sea-level
change, storm activity.

INTRODUCTION

The relationship between sea-level rise and
shoreline change is both a vexed and a strategic
debate for coastal geomorphology in view of the
projected global rise in sea-level over the next
few decades (TITUS, 1986). Although a rela
tionship between sea-level rise and shoreline
recession has been proposed for fine-grained
clastic beaches (BRUUN, 1962; SCHWARTZ,
1967; BRUUN, 1988), it is far from an empirical
certainty that gravel beaches respond to sea
level rise in the manner suggested by the Bruun
Rule (ORFORD, 1987; FORBES et al., 1989),
despite Bruun's advocacy of the universality of
his rule for all grain sizes (BRUUN; pers. com.
1986). The virtual absence of any published
data on gravel barrier migration in relation to
observed sea-level rise only serves to underline
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the hitherto hypothetical basis of attempts to
rationalize this process.

This paper examines the relationship
between sea-level rise and the migration of the
swash-aligned gravel-dominated Story Head
barrier, on the Eastern Shore of Nova Scotia
(Canada), between 1945 and 1982 (Figure 1).
The Eastern Shore exhibits contemporary
development of gravel barriers in response to
continuing erosion of Pleistocene glaciogenic
deposits at the coast. Many of the barriers expe
rience onshore migration in association with
high rates of sea-level rise.

GRAVEL BARRIER RESPONSE TO
SEA-LEVEL RISE

Sea-level rise per se is not a mechanism
directly influencing gravel barrier migration.
Clearly, sea level is the passive plane upon
which mechanisms occur and in turn generate
the dynamic processes of barrier alteration.
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Figure 1. Location ofChezzetcook Inleton the Eastern Shore.
Nova Scotia.

Existing evidence for gravel barrier response to
sea-level rise points mainly toward onshore
migration. Much of this evidence comes from
southern England (HARDY, 1964; CARR and
BLACKLEY, 1974) and Ireland (CARTER and
ORFORD, 1980, which in general have expe
rienced little, if any, sea-level rise in the last
1-2ka (CARTER et al., 1989a). Therefore the
proposition of relationships between barrier
migration and sea-level change has been struc
tured by inference rather than on direct evi
dence.

The dominant process by which gravel bar
riers migrate is through rollover. Beachface
sediment is passed over the barrier crest by
storm-wave activity. It then remains passively
on the back slope before burial by subsequent
storm-generated washover sediment. In this
way the barrier shifts landward, so that in time
the back-barrier sediments will emerge
through the beach face to be incorporated once
more in the overpassing cycle. Coarse clastic
barriers show a major difference from fine clas
tic barriers in this respect. In general, the
capacity for sediment return to the seaward
face of a gravel system, by other than exhu
mation, is radically below that of a sand sys
tem, where tidally maintained breaches in the
barrier are common and effective in cross-bar
rier sediment recycling (CARTER et al., 1989b).

Barrier migration by rollover was advocated
by HARDY (1964) for the origin of Loe Bar,

Cornwall. Here, flint in the gravel barrier
which bars the Helston estuary could only have
been deri ved from an offshore source and incor
porated into the barrier during onshore move
ment under a rising sea level. CARR and
BLACKLEY (1974) suggested that the evolu
tion of the largest gravel barrier on the south
coast of England, the Chesil Bank, was by con
tinual barrier overtopping under a rising sea
level, so that the feature has rolled onshore.

The balance between barrier crest build-up
due to wave overtopping and crest breakdown
by wave overwashing dictates the rate of roll
over and migration. The rate of barrier migra
tion is therefore dependent on that part of the
spectrum of run-up volume that crosses the bar
rier crest. We recognize a series of distinctive
responses to the volume of run-up reaching,
overtopping and overwashing a gravel barrier
crest (Figure 2: ORFORD and CARTER; 1982).
As run-up elevation (R) increases relative to
barrier crest height (B) and as run-up volume
(Qw) increases, crest-top deposition (overtop
ping) gives way to crest removal at discrete
positions (discrete overwash), Further in
creases in the washover volume lead to com
plete crestal displacement (sluicing overwash)
and may finally cause barrier breakdown (bar
rier dislocation) as the entire barrier crest is
demolished by surge-like swash flow. Shore
ward displaced sediment accretes on the back
barrier area to act as a foundation for later bar
rier positions.

The differential response of migrating sea
ward barrier and back-barrier shorelines is a
measure of barrier volume change (per unit
length of barrier) related to barrier elevation
changes. If the barrier's seaward shoreline
retreats at a faster rate than the back-barrier
shoreline then the barrier must be building up
with crestal elevations rising through concen
trated overtopping (Figure 3). The reverse sit
uation with the back-barrier edge migrating
faster than the seaward face indicates that the
barrier crest must be falling with overwash pre
dominating. When migration rates are equal
then crestal elevation is held despite migration.
These implications, drawn from differential
barrier shoreline migration, depend on there
being zero longshore sediment transport. This
condition is more likely to be met when barriers
are swash-aligned than drift-aligned.

The balance between overtopping and over-
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Figure 2. The continuum of overtopping and overwashing modes by which gravel barrier crest migration may occur; tl and t2
are crestal profiles before and after storm generated overtopping and/or overwashing run-up.

washing is dictated by the frequency and mag
nitude of storms. As the overall storm intensity
rises, the rate of crestal overwashing and hence
crestal lowering is likely to increase. As storm
intensity drops, overwashing diminishes and
overtopping with crestal build-up increases.
The overall migration of a gravel barrier is
dependent on the rate of overwashing, which
leads to barrier rollover, rather than overtop
ping, which allows the shoreline edge to retreat
hut is unlikely to effect back-barrier migration.

Storm intensity operates independently of
sea-level change. However, the effects of storm
intensity change may be noticeable in the mean
sea-level record through barometric pressure
and geostrophic set-up. These are most likely to
he statistically noticeable when storm fre
quency rises over a prolonged period, though
barometric and geostrophic induced set-up from

one event could add marginally to the statisti
cal evaluation of a mean annual sea-level
value.

The balance of overtopping to overwashing
may be altered by the rate of sea-level change
assuming that the storm intensity remains con
stant. Any increase in mean sea-level will
change the overtopping/overwashing ratio
toward overwashing. This ratio can only be held
constant under rising sea level by the provision
of sediment to build the crest up. As DILLON
(1971) noted, an increasing volume of sediment
is required to build up a stable barrier crest. On
swash-aligned barriers, this volume can only be
found from existing material on the beachface.
It is likely with high rates of sea-level rise that
overwashing will predominate, causing a
reduction in the barrier crest elevation and an
increase in the back-barrier migration rate.
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Figure 4. Location of Story Head barrier at the entrance to
Chezzetcook Inlet.

that are concentrated into barriers by long
shore drift, Sediment sources and drift volumes
in the transport system are highly variable.
Both drift-aligned and swash-aligned barrier
systems are observed, often with drumlins act
ing as anchors for refraction-hinge positions
(CARTER et al., 1989b; FORBES et al., 1990).
BOYD et al. (1987) suggested a model for East
ern Shore coastal deposition, by which post-gla
cial sea level rise has generated episodic beach
and barrier building related to a wave-gener
ated erosional front passing across the area.
Episodic sediment movement and deposition
through periods of barrier accretion and then
destruction are engendered as drumlins are
eroded progressively.

Story Head barrier is a swash-aligned, gravel
barrier that is tied to the remnants of Story
Head, a drumlin at the eastern side of Chezzet
cook Inlet (Figure 4), In 1987 the barrier crest
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F'igure 3. Schematic view of barrier crestal stability domains
as a function of seaward and back-barrier shoreline migration

SITE CHARACTERISTICS

The slower the rise in sea level the more likely
it is that the coherence of the crest can be main
tained. The relationship between back-barrier
migration and sea-level change rate will not be
so well-defined under these circumstances.
Where sea level is stationary the rollover pro
cess must be increasingly spasmodic, depending
on the occurrence of increasingly low-fre
quency, high-magnitude storm events whose
extension of the run-up spectrum allows further
onshore displacement of crestal material. This
process and hence barrier mi
gration must cease over time as the fetch-lim
iting storm event is approached asymptotically.
The extensive, gravel-dominated barriers of
southeast Ireland fall into this last category
(CARTER and ORFORD, 1981; ORFORD and
CARTER, 1982, 1984).

The western part of the Eastern Shore of
Nova Scotia (Figure 1) comprises a series of
irregular-shaped estuaries etched into a meta
sedimentary rock basement covered with a var
iable thickness of glacial diamicto Much of this
cover is in the form of drumlins. The diamict
sediment is heterogeneous containing up to
20% coarser than - 4.0<1> (pebbles to boulders;
SONNICHSON, 1984). The erosion of drumlins
exposes large volumes of transportable gravels
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extended laterally for 800 m. The barrier was
40 to 60 m wide and up to 3.8 m high with a
datum (NAD, 1927) set at 0.23 m below mean
sea level at this site, and had a cross-sectional
volume of about 120 m" m 1 barrier length. The
barrier was composed predominantly of pebbles
and cobbles with some sand and boulders.

Story Head barrier is progressively moving
landward due to storm activity which forces a
rollover process (FORBES et al., in press). Evi
dence of barrier migration due to overwash can
he seen in the washover fans on the back-bar
rier margin (Figure 5), SCOTT (1980) noted a
rapid, landward migration of the barrier
between 1945 and 1974. The difference in bar
rier position from the first hydrographic survey
in 1854 and the topographic survey of 1917
shows a relatively stable barrier moving land
ward at less than 1 ill a I. FORBES et al, (in
press) have shown that the present Story Head
barrier is a remnant of a larger barrier which
split in the 1950s, leaving a remnant of the bar
rier's basement material on the shoreface as a
drowned feature. The still active element of the
Story Head barrier is now migrating over the
back-barrier intertidal area at about 6 m a I

(field measurements between 1985 and 1988).
There are statistically significant differences in
clast morphology between samples from the
Story Head drumlin-flank barrier and samples
from the swash-aligned barrier now dominated
by overwash. There are also statistically sig
nificant differences in clast lithologies between
these same two barrier sections. These clast dif
ferences have been interpreted (CARTER et al.,
in press) as indicating that the central portion
of the barrier is probably inherited from an
older barrier element which was captured by
Story Head drumlin, acting as a hinge point,
during an earlier retreat phase.

The Eastern Shore of Nova Scotia experiences
a seasonal wave regime, with relatively low
waves dominating in summer. Most wave activ
ity results from west to east tracking cyclonic
activity moving both north and south of the
study area. Modal deepwater wave heights are
in the order of 1.5 to 2 m , wi th modal wave
periods about 8 to 10 s. Annual deepwater sig
nificant wave heights of 7-8 m have been
reported by NEU (1982) for the Scotian Shelf.
Significant wave heights of 3-4 m with peak
periods in the 10-12 s range are common during
winter storms over the inner shelf (FORBES

and DRAPEAU, 1989). However, these deep
water statistics obscure the fact that inshore
wave regimes are spatially highly variable, due
both to the complex bathymetry and the intri
cate coastal configuration (CARTER et aZ.,
1990), These result in changes in wave height
and wave-approach angle over only a few tens
of metres in places. The coast is mesotidal, with
a spring range of just over 2 m recorded at Hal
ifax Harbour.

RECENT SEA-LEVEL CHANGE

The Holocene history of relative sea-level
change in Nova Scotia has been considered by
GRANT (1970, 1977), QUINLAN and BEAU
MONT (1981, 1982), SCOTT et .a. (1987) and
SHAW and FORBES (1990) among others. Sea
level was around 10 m below present sea level
3500 years ago, and has been rising more or less
consistently since then. Sea-level changes
between 1920 and 1988 (Figure 6) are available
from the Halifax Harbour tide gauge (Marine
Environmental Data Service, Department of
Fisheries and Oceans, Ottawa). The data are for
mean annual water levels measured on a datum
with zero set at 1.33 m above the pre-1986 Hal
ifax Harbour chart datum. A linear least
squares function fitted to the raw data
(r = + 0.90) indicates a mean rate of sea-level
rise of 3.59 mm a -1. A 19-year smoothing func
tion (unweighted) to adjust for the longest-term
tidal periodicity identifies a near-linear
(r = + 0.98) trend of 3.79 mm a -- 1 (1929-1979).
It is against this background of rapidly rising
relative sea-level that the migration of Story
Head barrier must be considered.

METHODS

Vertical air-photography of Story Head bar
rier started in 1945 with eight subsequent runs
being available up to 1982. Photograph scales
varied between 1:10000 and 1:36000. All pho
tographs were enlarged using a plan vario
graph to an arbitrary scale of 1:4121. The posi
tion of the barrier's seaward and back-barrier
shoreline was obtained from each photograph.
The back-barrier shoreline was defined, for the
purpose of this study, by the edge of the gravels
where they transgressed over the lagoon's
sands and muds. The seaward shoreline edge is
taken as the junction between the actively mov-
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Figure 5 . Story Head barri e r sho wing wash over fa ns indi ca t ing th e mode of ba rr ier migr a ti on. (Ai rphotogr aph A14288-149, " Her
Majes ty the Qu een in Right of Ca nada , rep roduced from t he collec t ion of t he Na tional Air Phot o Libra ry wit h perm ission of En erg y,
Mines a nd Resou rces Ca na da .)

J ou rna l of Coas tal Resear ch , Vol. 7, No.2, 1991
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Figure 6. The relative sea-level curve based on the annual mean sea-levels recorded at the Halifax Harbour tide gauge for 1920
1988. An unweighted 19-year smoothed sea-level curve is also shown.

ing gravel plus associated sand and the under
lying basement of truncated lagoon mud and
lag boulders. In both situations the differential
reflective qualities of the materials aided shore
line location. Unknown variable tidal levels at
the time of photography may have increased
any error term related to the position of the sea
ward barrier shoreline. Superimposition of the
barrier shoreline allowed measurement of bar
rier migration distance for eight inter-photo
graph periods. The distances between succes
sive seaward barrier shorelines and successive
back-barrier shorelines were measured along a
transect line chosen at random on the central
segment of the barrier subject to most rapid
migration. Migration rates were calculated
from displacement distances divided by the
number of years between dates of photography
(Table 1). As exact photograph dates were
unavailable, calculation of mean migration

rates based on integer years between photo
graphs will have introduced some imprecision.

Despite the long-term linearity of sea-level
change recorded at Halifax Harbour, it is evi
dent that considerable annual variation exists.
Short-term variation, usually associated with a
mix of meteorological and oceanographic forc
ing, is superimposed on sea-level rise of a global
or regional nature. There is likely to be debate
as to what measure of sea-level rise should be
used in evaluating the effect on barrier migra
tion. In this case a 5-year weighted smoothing
function has been applied to the Halifax data
(Figure 7). The sea-level curve for Halifax Har
bour was divided into eight time periods based
on photograph dates. The sea-level change for
each time period was calculated as the differ
ence between the value of the 5-year running
mean sea-level curve at the beginning and end
of each time interval. The rate of sea-level

Table 1: Sea-level change and barrier migration data (or Story Head barrier.

Annual 5-yr Seaward barrier edge Back-barrier edge
Period SLC rate SLC rate migration rate migration rate

mma mm a 1 m a-I m a,01

1945-54 2.78 4.54 4.24 1.07
1954-60 3.33 -0.57 3.18 8.08
1960·64 - 0.50 2.35 11.28 8.48
1964-66 5.10 3.44 9.81 4.44
1966-67 -3.00 9.43 21.26 24.23
1967·68 18.00 16.45 26.17 12.27
1968·74 2.67 3.12 7.63 9.96
1974-82 . 2.37 0.96 7.77 9.09
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Figure 7. The relative sea-level curve based on the annual mean sea-levels recorded at the Halifax Harbour tide gauge for 1920
1988. A weighted 5-year smoothed sea-level curve is also shown. The vertical dotted lines indicate availability of migration data
for Story Head barrier.

change was taken as the difference in sea-level
divided by the number of years between pho
tographs (Table 1). The same operation was
used for deriving a rate of sea-level change
based on the raw annual data. Although an
average barrier retreat rate of 1.32 m a I is
available for the period 1917-1945 (based on
map and photo evidence), the equivalent sea
level rise rate is unavailable so this period has
been excluded from the correlation analysis.

RESULTS

The migration data (rates of the seaward and
back-barrier shoreline positions) as well as the
sea-level rise rates for the eight observation
intervals are given in Table 1. A visual indi
cation of barrier migration can be found by com
paring the 1945, 1954, 1966 and 1982 shoreline
positions (Figure 8). The intervening known
barrier positions have been omitted for clarity.
The shoreface ridge feature on the 1974 photo
graph, discussed by FORBES et al . (in press), is
also plotted and shows a correspondence with
the position of the 1945 barrier.

The general plan form of the barrier has
remained constant during the retreat stage.
The most marked difference is the lengthening
of the barrier segment along the flank of Story
Head drumlin. CARTER et al, (in press) esti
mated that the overall barrier length has

extended by some 35% over the thirty-seven
years between the earliest and latest photo
graph.

The variable rates of barrier migration are
observable (Figure 9) when the actual migra
tion distances from the 1945 datum position are
plotted for both the seaward and lagoon shore
line positions. Using the pre-1945 migration
rate (1.32 ma') as a basis for comparison,
there are three phases of migration post-1945:
(a) 1945-1960 with migration rate three to four
times the pre-1945 rate; (b) 1960-1968 with a
period of very rapid migration (up to 25 mal);
and (c) 1968-1982 with a period of decelerating
migration, but still over five times the pre-1945
rate (7 to 8 mal).

The migration rate of the barrier's seaward
shoreline shows a significant relationship
(r= +0.69; p>0.05) with the rate of mean
annual sea-level change. The correlation
between barrier migration rate and sea-level
change rate rises significantly when the 5-year
smoothed data are used (Figure 10; r = + 0.91;
p>0.002). This last relationship predicts the
barrier's seaward shoreline migration rate in
metres increasing by 1.356 times for each mil
limetre per year increase in the sea-level rise
rate. Note that the linear function in both cases
indicates the possibility of minor onshore bar
rier migration even with falling sea-level. The
migration rate of the back-barrier margin with

Journal of Coastal Research. Vol. 7, No.2, 1991
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Figure 9. Migration positions of seaward and back-barrier
edge shorelines of Story Head barrier between 1945 and 1982.
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and back-barrier shoreline retreat rates is not
well defined (r = + 0.69; p>0.05) with less than
half the variance of the back-barrier shoreline
retreat explainable solely in terms of seaward
shoreline retreat (r' = 0.4 76).

Story Head barrier moved between the two
domains of crest build-up and crest reduction
during the period 1945-1982 (Figure 11). A
movement sequence between these domains can
be recognized, though no periodicity is evident
in these moves. Superimposed on Figure 11 are
the contours of a linear surface of sea-level rise
rate (fitted by a least squares method). Over
85% of sea-level data can be related statisti
cally to the joint seaward and back-barrier
migration rates of the barrier.

DISCUSSION
the annual rate of sea-level change is inverse
(r = - 0.17) and non-significant. The relation
ship is reversed with the smoothed sea-level
change rate (r = + 0.40) but is still non-signifi
cant. The linear relationship between seaward

The positive relationship between barrier
seaward edge migration and rate of sea-level
rise appears to support Bruun's thesis. How
ever, two points need to be considered which

Journal of Coastal Research. Vol. 7, No.2, 1991
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Barrier Migration Related To Storm
Activity

Fi gure 10. Th e lin ea r rel a t ion sh ip betw een ba r r ier sea wa rd
s ho re li n e m ig rat io n r a t e (19 45 t o 1982 ) a nd smoot hed
(weigh ted 5-ye a r ) sea- leve l r ise ra te for S tor y Head ba rrie r .

may affect the va l idi ty of thi s r el ation sh ip
where gravel barri ers a re con cerned : (a ) barrier
migration is not related sole ly to sea- le vel rise
and (b) the extent to which Story Head barrier
migration rate may be repres enta ti ve of a par
ti cular type of gra vel-ba se d barrier.

Story He ad barrier ha s s wi t che d between
domains of crest build-up and crest breakdown.
Althou gh anyone of these domain switches ma y
be sol el y an artefact of the last most significant
s t or m eve n t prior to the ph otograph , rather
than to cond itions prevailing throughout the
period , it does underline th e point that barrier
mi gration is a fun ction of stor m and sea-level
rise in te r acti on .

The failure of the barrier's seaward-edge and
ba ck -barr ier migration rates to be linked
directl y stresses the nature and importance of
the inte r medi a ry rol e of barrier processes caus
in g cre s t build-up and cr est breakdown . It is
t hese latter stor m-rela te d processes which con
trol back-barr ier mi gration rate rather than
sea -level rate p er se . How ever , because they are
storm-re lated it is likel y that any variation in
the fr equency a nd intensity of coast a l s tor ms
could be reflected in changes recorded in mean
sea- lev e l and hence the association between
mi gr ation and se a -le vel.

The period of rel ativel y s low barrier migra
t ion (1917-1945) a t Story Head could reflect a
s low sea-lev el rise ra t e and only a marginal
breakd own of cr es t s t a b i Ii ty _ How ever , the
long-term ra te of sea -lev e l r is e prior to 1945
was not s ign ifica n tl y different from that oper
a t ing a fte r 1945 (F ig u re 6). Any prolonged
period of cr es t bui ld -up and sl ow migration
would , therefore , imply reduced storm activity ,
so t ha t overwashing would be d im in ished in
fav our of ov e r to ppi ng . Storm incid ence and
inten sity in the North Atlantic (a ft e r BROWN
et al ., 1986; CRY a nd HAGGARD , 1962) have
chan ged over th e period 1900 to 1980 , with
post-1930 storm inc ide nce , measured over 5
yea r intervals , ri sing by a bout 75%. Storm data
for th e 1950s a nd later show a period of extreme
cyclo n ic activity on the Scot ian She lf (F igu re
12). Co nco m ita nt increa ses in wave ac ti vity
ma y acc ount for th e increa ses in barrier migra
ti on ra tes in recent decades, though the exact
t im ing of s torm inte ns ity a nd increa sed migra
ti on rates is not well -defined .
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Fig u re 11. Th e rel a t ionsh ip bet ween migra t ion ra tes (1945
1982) of t he sea wa rd a nd back -barrier edge s ho re lines for
Story Head barrier as a fun ct ion of sea-leve l ri se ra te. T he sec 
u la r movemen t of th e ba rr ier throu gh dom a in s of cres t r ise
a nd cr es t fall is plotted by the dash ed lin e .

To What Extent Is Story Head Barrier
Typical?

FORBES et al. (1990) ha ve shown that Story
He ad barrie r is on e of a se t of contra sting
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Figure 12. Incidence of cyclonic activity and severe storms over the North Atlantic Ocean. (A) after Cry and Haggard (1962).
(B) The thirty most extreme storms on the Scotian Shelf (Brown et al., 1986). "Severe storms impinging on the Nova Scotian coast
(Deiure, 1983),

gravel-dominated barriers found along the
Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia. Story Head bar
rier is classified as a low, washover-dominated,
rapidly migrating barrier (type 3), while high,
stable barriers (type 2) which have experienced
a similar sea-level and storm-wave regime to
Story Head, occur in adjacent bays.

FORBES et al. (in press) argue that Story
Head barrier most likely entered a phase of
instability promoting rapid migration some
time in the mid-1950s. This may have been due
to the occurrence of an extreme event, like the
1954 severe storm that DEIURE (1983) noted,
exceeding a threshold of local sea-level rise and
wave activity, causing the barrier to experience
something akin to sluicing-overwash. FORBES
et al. (in press) suggest that barrier breakdown
resulted in the barrier's crestal superstructure
being detached and translated landward, leav
ing drowned remnants of the barrier's founda
tion in its wake. Subsequent storm activity gen
erated a phase of active rollover of the re
maining acti ve barrier superstructure. The
rapid migration rate of Story Head barrier in
recent decades may have been affected by a
reduction in the barrier's cross-sectional vo l-

ume relative to its pre-1950s volume. Although
the cross-sectional barrier volume may have
been reduced as a consequence of barrier
lengthening, the detachment of the barrier's
crestal superstructure from the barrier shore
face substructure would also have reduced bar
rier sediment volume which in turn would allow
faster barrier rollover rate.

The recent rapid migration rate of Story Head
barrier therefore might be regarded as a prod
uct of a relaxation episode following a major
phase of instability. Future migration rates
may well be conditional on the stretching and
break-up of the barrier arc (this has already
occurred at the north-west corner, which was
breached in December 1986). If the migration
rate is being monitored in a relaxation phase,
then these results may be representative only
of a single 'snap-shot' of barrier behaviour lim
ited to a time window when sediment supply is
minimized and the barrier is receptive increas
ingly to climatic forcing. This would serve to
accentuate the rate of migration but not nec
essarily change the positive relationship
between migration and sea-level change rate.
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CONCLUSION

The 1945-1982 migration rates, obtained
from air-photography, for the gravel-dominated
Story Head harrier appear directly proportional
to short-term smoothed sea-level change rates,
despite barrier migration being achieved
through the activity of storms overtopping and
overwashing the harrier crest.

The data from Story Head indicate that the
response of barriers may be more sensitive to
short-term fluctuations in sea-level rate than
hitherto recognized. The use of a 5-year smooth
ing function on tide gauge data highlights the
importance of short-term sea-surface fluctua
tions related to meteorological forcing that can
be regarded as useful in monitoring barrier
migration. The use of long-term smoothed sea
level curves may mask important low-order
forcing of shoreline migration.

The limited data set from Story Head does not
allow us to carry this debate further at this
stage. These results and the interpretations
made from them should only be considered as a
first approximation. It should be horne in mind
that the barrier volume at Story Head is small
and further data on larger barriers should be
obtained. in order to consider the relative con
tributions of overtopping and overwashing to
harrier development as well as the relationship
between barrier migration rate and sea-level
rise rate.
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fl ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 11
Das Wanderungsverhalten von St.radwa llen , die durch auftaufende Wellen bedingt Rind und vorwiegend am; Schottern bestehen ,

infolge eines Meeresspiegelanstiegs ist ci n relativ wenig untcrsuchter ProzeS. Der Strandwall von Story Head an der Atlantik

kuste Nova Scotias ist durch auflaufende Wellen bedingt und erlebt z.Z. durch strumbcdingtes Abtragen der Krone und durch
Uberspulen eine Ia ndwart.ige Wanderung von 6 m/Jahr. Die WanderungsgeRchwindigkeiten werden fur de Zeitraum zwischen 1945

und 1982 angegeben. Die landwart.ige Wanderung dcr meerwart.igen Strandlinie des Strandwalls ist linear proportional sowohl

zu der fur jeweils 5 Jahre geg lattctcn Rate der Meeresspicgclandorungen (r =- + 0.91) als auch zu der jahrlichen (r = + 0,69),

ohwohl die Wanderungsrate des landwart ig cn Strandwallteils nicht signifikant mit di esen Meeresspiegelschankungsraten ver
knupft ist. Dieser Unterschied in der Reaktion auf den Meeressplcgelanstieg zwischen rncer- und landwartigern Teil des Strand

walls spiegclt die Bedeutung des Faktors SturmintesiUit (Haufigkeit und Starke) wieder, der den Meeresspiegelanstieg uber lagert.

Der Strandwall von Story Head schwankt zwischen ci ner Dominanz des Aufbaus der Strandwallkrone durch auflaufende Wellen
und des Abbaus der Krone durch Uberspulcn. Das Gleichgewicht zwischen d iese n heiden Mechanismen, die die Rate der Iandein

wiirtigen Strandwallwandcrung best.irnmt, hangt sowohl von der Sturrnintesitat a ls auch von der Geschwindigkeit des Meeres

spiegelanstiegs ab.-Helmut Bruckner, Geographisches l nstitut, Uniuersiuit Diisseldorf, F.R .G.

[I RESUMEN [- i

La respuesta migratoria de las barreras l i t.nra les de gravas alineadas con la rompiente , ante el ascenso del nivel medio del mar,

es un proceso poco estudiado. La barrcra de Story Head. en la costa Atlantica de Nova Scotia, esta alineada con la rompiente y

ha experimentado en epocas contcrnporaneas una migracion hacia tierra de {-) m/ano mediante e l rebase en los temporales. Se
presentan las migraciones de 1a barrera en el periodo dcsdc 1945 hasta 1982. La migracicn hacia tierra de la llnea de cost.a definida
por el lado del mar de 1a barrera cs linealmente proporcional a: 1) la t asa de variacion del nivel medio del mar, suavizada en
promedios de 5 anos (r = 0.91) y 2) la tasa anual de variacinn del ni vel mcdio del mar (r = 0.69), Sin embargo, la tasa de migracion

della linea de costa del lado de tierra no se correlaciona de una manera signiflcati va con est.as tasas de va ri acion del nivel medio
del mar. esta diferencia de respuesta ante entre las migraciones de la parte frontal y posterior de Ia barrera ante las variaciones

del nivel medio del mar r eflcja cl papcl que rcprese nta la intcnsidad de los temporales (frccucncia y magnitud) superpuesto al

ascenso del nivel del mar. La barrera de Story Head osci la entre e l dominio de la conatruccion de la barrera mediante el ascenso
y ligero rebase de la coronae ion y la rotura de la crest.a dcbido a1 flujo de rebase en temporales. EI balance entre estos dOB meca

nismos que controlan la velocidad de migracion hacia tierra de la barrera, dcpcndc de la intensidad de los tcrnporales y de 1a tasa

de ascenso del nivel mcdio del mar.-Department of Water Sciences. l l n.iuersitv of Santander, Cantabria, Spain.
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